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Why buy a Sioux style tipi? 

The Sioux are one of the largest and oldest Native American tribes in North America, 

dating back 3,000 years. With a territory that spanned thousands of square miles at the 

peak of their strength, the Sioux are one of the most well-known and influential tribes in 

the history of the United States. No matter how you spell it: tipi, tepee, or teepee, here 

are some reasons why someone might consider purchasing a Sioux style tipi: 

1. Cultural Heritage:  Choosing this style may be a way to appreciate and honor 

the traditions and history of the Sioux people. The Rosebud Indian Reservation is 

an Indian reservation in South Dakota. It is the home of the federally recognized 

Rosebud Sioux Tribe, who are Sicangu, a band of Lakota people. The Lakota name 

Sicangu Oyate translates as the "Burnt Thigh Nation", also known by the French 

term, the Brulé Sioux 

2. Historical Significance: The Sioux style tipi carries historical significance, often 

reflecting the traditional living structures of the Plains tribes. Both Sitting Bull and 

Crazy Horse were Lakota Native Americans. Sitting Bull is best known for his 

leadership at the Battle of the Little Bighorn in 1876.  Crazy Horse was an Oglala 

Lakota warrior known for his bravery and leadership. He played a significant role 

in the resistance against the US government's attempts to confine the Lakota 

people to reservations. He was a key strategist and leader during battles, 

including the Battle of the Little Bighorn. 

3. Design and Aesthetics: The Sioux tipi is distinct in its design, often adorned with 

specific symbols and patterns. The “oval” door entry is more open than an “A” 

frame entry.  The Sioux has heavy reinforced smoke flap pole pockets stitched 

into the upper corner of the smoke flaps which helps during setup.  

4. Durability and Functionality: Similar to other tipis, the Sioux style is known for 

its durability and ability to withstand various weather conditions. It provides a 

functional shelter that can be used for camping, ceremonies, educational 

purposes, or as a unique outdoor living space. 

5. Educational and Cultural Awareness: Owning and using a Sioux style tipi can 

be an educational experience, allowing individuals to learn about and share 

indigenous cultures, history, and traditions with others. 

Always purchase from reputable sellers who construct tipis using quality materials and 

methods. Consulting with a Reliable Tent & Tipi representative who is knowledgeable 

about Sioux style tipis can provide valuable insights before making a purchase. 

If you're unsure about the best choice for your needs, give us a call. 



 


